
The Wye and its people can teach us about the evolution of transport, weather, and changing attitudes to leisure, childhood,        
what we eat, crafts, and land ownership. These lessons are intensely relevant to today’s world.
• Fun on the River
• Boats
• Fishing
• Bridges
• Ferries
• Weather
This education pack features the best images and main themes from the book, River Voices, and presents them in a form which 
will be useful to schools. 
Each topic presents eye catching images and selected memories of the River.  Things to Think and Talk About encourages class and 
small group discussions about how to interpret historical evidence, and make useful deductions about what you have seen and read.  
Further Research encourages the use of dictionaries, other reference books and the internet to learn new words and more about 
life on the river. 
Imagine aims to stimulate creative writing, model building, and scientific experiment based on life on the Wye.
The activities are aimed particularly at the requirements of the National Curriculum at Key stage 2, but can easily be adapted for 
Key Stage 3 children as well.

River Voices Teachers’ Notes

ENGLISH Reading Comprehension Pupils should be taught to retrieve and record 
information from non-fiction.

Writing Composition Pupils should be taught to plan their writing 
by discussing writing similar to that which 
they are planning to write in order to 
understand and learn from its structure, 
vocabulary and grammar. 

SCIENCE States of Matter Observe that some materials change state 
when they are heated or cooled, and measure 
or research the temperature at which this 
happens in degrees Celsius (°C)
Identify the part played by evaporation and 
condensation in the water cycle.

Working Scientifically Pupils should use their science experiences 
to: explore ideas and raise different kinds of 
questions; select and plan the most appropriate 
type of scientific enquiry to use to answer 
scientific questions; recognise when and how 
to set up comparative and fair tests.

DESIGN & 
TECHNOLOGY

Design/Make/Evaluate Through a variety of creative and practical 
activities, pupils should be taught the knowledge, 
understanding and skills needed to engage in an 
iterative process of designing and making.

GEOGRAPHY Human & Physical Geography Describe and understand key aspects of physical 
geography including rivers and the water cycle.

HISTORY A local history study A study over time tracing how several aspects 
of national history are reflected in the locality.

This Teaching Pack has been compiled by Deborah Jarman with Marsha O’Mahony, Julie Orton-Davies & Bill Laws of Herefordshire 
Lore. Herefordshire Lore has been collecting and publishing stories from county people for over thirty years.

River Voices
Stories from the Wye - Key Stage 2 Teaching Pack

Herefordshire Lore’s River Voices has brought an extraordinary river to life. 
Giving a voice to so many of the people who have lived their lives beside the Wye, 
River Voices has opened up a rich vein of unexplored history. 

Produced by:
Herefordshire Lore:
Living Local History

Design & layout : Pink Sheep Design
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Boys hunting for minnows opposite the old hospital 
in Hereford. (Photo: Derek Evans/Herefordshire Life 
Through a Lens/HARC/Herefordshire Libraries)

Hereford Beach opposite the old hospital was a popular 
leisure spot. (Photo: Derek Evans/Herefordshire Life 
Through a Lens/HARC/Herefordshire Libraries)

The Victoria Bridge once was a popular diving spot. 
(Photo: Derek Evans/Herefordshire Life Through a 
Lens/HARC/Herefordshire Libraries)



‘When we were children, the river was our playing ground. Such free and easy days, where the days were long and the sun 

shone all day. In all those years I only remember two children being drowned and they didn’t do as they were told.  We 

were always taught where to go, where not to go, and always stopped in groups of three, ‘cus in groups of more than three 

one isn’t missed. Ferrywoman JANET PREEDY, 79.

‘I learnt to swim in the river as a child. It’s the best way to find the dangers, climbing trees and all that. Our parents didn’t 

worry. The one thing we wouldn’t do was jump off the Victoria Bridge, but a lot did. ‘Off we’d go with a net to catch jam jars 

of minnows. There wasn’t much in the way of casual clothing about then and if we got our shoes wet we’d be in trouble 

when we got home.’ City boy BRUCE WALLACE.

‘One of my greatest delights was to catch minnows with a jam jar tied with string. I loved it.  Then was often a rope hanging 

from a tree on the river bank which had been rigged up by older children to form a swing. The outcomes were either a 

perfect return to safety on the bank; a not-so-good landing in the brook with shoes full of water ; or a very wet walk home. 

MARGARET MORGANS, 74, bought up at the Kerne Bridge Inn. 

‘We were swimming around 1939 by the Bassom Bathing Hut on Bartonsham Meadow. These army chaps were being 

rowed across in a boat when the damned thing overturned. Their heavy uniforms dragged them down and we were diving 

to try and get them up but we couldn’t. I always wondered how many survived.’ Former RAF officer GORDON LAMPUTT.

Things to Think and Talk About

 •  These photos were taken about 50 or 60 years ago. What is different about the clothes the children are wearing from 

your clothes today?

•  What are the boys in the top right photo looking at? What have they been doing?

•  Read the words above. They are people’s memories of events and playing in the Wye.  Do you think grownups’ ideas 

about safe play have changed since your grandparents were children? Is that a good or a bad thing?

• Why do you think the children played in groups of three? Was that a good idea?

• Why do you think that the soldiers in 1939 drowned when their boat capsized?

• Do you have a favourite outdoor place?

• What games that you have played do you think you’ll remember when you are old?

Further Research

• What is a minnow?

• What does ‘casual clothing’ mean?

•  Water Safety (Look at https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/explorers/water-safety and http://www.wildswimming.co.uk/health-safety/ 

for ideas.  Can you design a modern water safety poster?

Imagine

•  Look at the bottom left picture.  Imagine the two boys standing on the side of the bridge jump into the Wye. There is a 

huge splash and a shout. What happens next?

Write about what your perfect day outside would be. 

River Fun 
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A sailing boat at the old bridge in Hereford around 
the turn of the century. (Photo: Derek Foxton)

When the River Wye froze in 1963, Tom Henderson walked across it at 
Whitney-on-Wye. (Photo: Tom Henderson)

Felsted School was evacuated to Goodrich during WWII. To 
cut their journey to school, they built a bridge across the 
River Wye! (Photo: Felsted School)



‘The bridge connecting Sellack and Kings Caple was built in 1895. In those days, the vicar of Sellack had a curate at Kings 

Caple, who looked after the parish there. From time to time the vicar would need to cross the river to check on the curate. 

At the time, there was a ford at the crossing point and it required a man in a boat to bring the vicar across. There was the 

added nuisance in summer when the river became too shallow to use, people, including the vicar, crossed on stilts carrying 

passengers on their backs. So the building of a bridge was felt to be a good thing.’ Landowner Patrick Darling. 

In 1939 Felsted School in Essex was evacuated to Goodrich Court and Hillcourt House because of the war. However boys’ 

accommodation was situated on one side of the river and the school on the other requiring a circuitous journey from 

Hillcourt to Goodrich Court, either on foot, by bicycle or bus. The School run was cut from over three miles to one mile 

by the construction of a suspension bridge. The bridge was planned and built by Felstead School’s Scout troop and it was 

estimated to have been crossed 120,000 times.  A contemporary account reports: “I never liked using that bridge. Three 

or four would go across at a time and it was so damn frightening, rocking side to side and up and down. It was quite a long 

bridge too. And when it flooded the bridge was near in the water. I got scared.”

‘Jack and Eddie Davies were coming home one night when they heard a tremendous crash. Jack went to investigate and 

they discovered a pier on Strangford railway bridge had collapsed, brought down by the weight of the winter’s flood. The 

station master at Fawley was alerted and the late-night GWR from Gloucester was stopped just in time.’ Kings Caple 

Villager Jean Alford.

Things to Think and Talk About

 •  Why do you think the whole of Felstead School moved from Essex to Herefordshire in 1939? Why did they think 

Herefordshire was safer than Essex in those days?

•  Look at all the pictures. What materials were used to make all the bridges?

•  Look at the two pictures on the right of the bridge built by schoolboys  Do you think it was safe? Would you have crossed it?

Further Research

•  How many different kinds of bridges are there? (there are lots of internet sites to help you – try looking at                                  

http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.php/Common_Bridge_Types) Which kinds of bridges can you see in the pictures?

• What kind of bridge did the Scouts build?

• How many bridges cross the River Wye along its whole length? 

• What is a ford?

Imagine

•  Can you make your own model bridge, using things you can find in the classroom, such as paper & card? Try building 

different types of bridge to cross the same space (a ‘river’ made of books) to see which one is most efficient

: 

Make models

http://www.primaryscience.ie/media/pdfs/col/design_a_bridge.pdf 

Bridge as metaphor  

https://www.childrenspoetryarchive.org/poem/river 

http://ringway.manchester.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Year-4-River-Poems-eBook-2015.pdf 

https://resource-bank.scholastic.co.uk/resources/8165 

Bridges
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David Joyce on his way to victory in one of the first-ever 
River Wye raft races in 1978. (Photo: David Joyce)

The River Carnival was a huge spectacle in the 1960s to the 
1980s on the River Wye. (Photo: John Baker)

Pete Redding in his home-made coracle. Coracles were once 
popular on the River Wye and were particularly useful for 
poaching! (Photo: Emma Drabble)



Canoeing 

‘Have you experienced the thrill of canoeing down the Wye through the peaceful English countryside? I could tell you 

about the stormy night at Symonds Yat and waking in the morning to watch the opposite bank creeping upwards into the 

sunlight; or of paddling across the river to fetch the morning milk at Weirend.’ KENNETH JOHNSON, a friend of Peter 

Gordon Lawrence, who kept a diary on one of Peter’s maiden Wye voyages.

Pleasure boating

‘The most memorable fortnight of the year was when my relations came for their summer holiday. Each day we packed 

an enormous picnic and rowed upstream, often to magical Breinton, where, from the shingle beach below Belmont 

Abbey, we could moor our boats and swim. Once moored, we lit a driftwood fire and boiled a kettle for tea. Lunch was 

a major operation; my mother and aunts sitting in a row, conveyor-belt style, slicing and buttering bread, adding salad, then 

meat. Adults drank cider and we were treated to Corona. Afterwards, grandmother made daisy chains or balsam leaf 

hats trimmed with buttercups. After a game of cricket or rounders, we returned to the boats and set off downstream. A 

pennyworth of chips from Elcox rounded off the idyllic holiday.’ DORIS KERSHAW as a young girl. 

Rafting

‘There were eight of us and we built our raft from five-gallon drums fixed together in a steel frame at Kington. In the Raft 

Race there were between 30 and 40 teams and we set off from Hay for Hereford with lots of people on the bridges 

supporting us. We had a sail [but] we never used it because there was never enough wind.’ DAVID JOYCE, rafter. 

Things to Think and Talk About

 •  Look carefully at the photos of many different kinds of boats on the River Wye.  Each of them is being made to move 

through the water in a different way. Can you see what is making them move? (Clues: engine, sail, pole, paddle, oar!)

•  Long ago, the river Wye was an important way of moving loads of coal, wood, corn, iron & many other things.  Why do 

you think it was easier to move heavy loads by river than by road or railway in those days?

•  Some people have used the river for work, and some for fun. Which of the photos show work boats, and which show 

fun boats?  Which boat would you like to ride on?

Further Research

• Canoeing on the Wye started in the 1960s. What is a canoe?  Who invented canoes?

• What can you find out about Hereford Rowing Club? Look at https://www.herefordrc.co.uk

• What can you find out about the history of work boats on the Wye?

• One of the photos shows a man in a coracle. What is a coracle? When were they first built?

Imagine

•  Can you design your own model raft out of junk materials you can find at home or at school?  (There are lots of ideas 

on how to make one on the internet). Test it to see if it will float!  If your friends are making rafts too, can you find a safe 

place to organise a race? Do you need still water or running water for the race?

• How would you decorate your model raft for a mini river carnival?

•  The lady above describes a perfect holiday day by the Wye. Write about what your perfect holiday day would be.  Where 

would you go? With whom? What would you eat?

Boats 
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Tom Preedy, who ran the ferry crossing at Hunderton. 
(Photo: Janet Preedy)

The Preedy sisters having fun on the boats. 
(Photo: Janet Preedy)

Boatmen at Symonds Yat. (Photo: Unknown)



‘The ferry used to be where the Victoria Bridge is and it was one of those pull rope ones. And when they built the Victoria 

Bridge the ferry moved up to Hunderton. When my father was here all around here in Hunderton was just fields. There 

was none of these houses ‘cos when my Mum married Dad they moved in with my grandfather and she had nearly all us 

kiddies there. Ferrywoman JANET PREEDY.

‘It was weird, but you would sit in the boat, a penny to go over, and tuppence for your bike, and Mr Preedy would aim for 

the steps on the other side. He would sort of just push the boat, but he hardly rowed at all, he would go up and the flow 

would bring him down. I don’t know how he did it, but it got us across each time.’ GARY McCLOUD.

‘My grandfather Trevor and great uncle Harry were the boatmen and they worked the boat originally from Symonds Yat 

Station, on the Saracen’s Head side, for pleasure trips. They would also take passengers over the rapids to Monmouth. From 

Monmouth the passengers were either transported back by train or horse drawn coach. The boat would then be punted 

or rowed back by one man. ‘They would certainly do Monmouth and back once a day, seven days a week, because they 

made their money in the season and not much money in the winter.  ‘Neither Trevor nor Harry could swim, but they never 

lost anyone. They worked all through the season, from Easter up to September. It was the family’s main income. Boatman 

ROBIN HULSE.

Things to Think and Talk About

 • What is a ferry boat? Have you ever been on one?

•  How are the three ferries in the picture moved?

•  Many ferry services closed in the last century, as more people got cars and more bridges were built. Why do you think 

some small ferries are still used?

• S ome ferries carried people to work & school, others took them on fun days out. Which of the ferries described above 

do you think did what?

• Why do you think the ferrymen at Symonds Yat earned most money in the summer?

Further Research

• How long is the River Wye and how many crossings does it have?

• How many kinds of ferries are there in the world? (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferry)

•  Charon was a famous ferryman in Greek Mythology. Who was he and what river did he carry people across in his boat?  

Can you find any pictures of him?

Imagine

•  How many good words about moving rivers can you collect? Could you write them on the page so that they look like 

a flowing river?

•  Many poets have written poems about rivers, and getting across them, to describe changes in their own lives. You can 

find lots at https://www.childrenspoetryarchive.org/poem/river  and also in http://ringway.manchester.sch.uk/wp-content/

uploads/2015/03/Year-4-River-Poems-eBook-2015.pdf. Can you find one, read it and then explain what it means to a 

friend or to the class?

Ferries
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Eel fishing at Ross-on-Wye. (Photo: Mandi Matthes)

Salmon were once plentiful in the River Wye. Today their numbers have 
dropped drastically. (Photos: David Grewcock and Derek Evans)

PM Neville Chamberlain enjoyed a spot of salmon fishing on 
the Wye at Bishopswood in 1939. (Photo: Dorothy Joyner)



‘My father was a fisherman and his father was a fisherman. [The river] was a source of food for us. We always had more 
salmon than we knew what to do with. You caught your food in the river, grew it in your garden, and you shot it in the 
woods.’ Prize winning fisherman, MAURICE HUDSON, 85. 

Eels were a cheap food source and tasted pretty good. ‘We used to go eeling down on the ferry steps, at the end of Villa 
Street. You’d bring the eels home and mum would do them: skin them, cut them up, put them in the oven.  When an eel is 
done it’s as white as cod, white as snow and it’s beautiful. ‘But there is a problem with our eel population. I think in the 1970s 
it was something like 50 tonnes of elvers (baby eels) caught on the Wye. Last year there was just one kilo.’ Eel fisherman 
TONY NORMAN.

‘It’s likely people know more about the dark side of the moon than they actually know what happens two feet under the 
water of the Wye, because you don’t see salmon and fish on a regular basis. Lots of people think it’s just a river, it’s got fish 
in, but they don’t know or understand the life cycle of those fish. Our Atlantic salmon [travel] thousands of miles.’ Ghillie 
GEORGE WOODWARD, 74.

Things to Think and Talk About

 •  Which of the photos show salmon and which show eels?

•  What does the man in the first paragraph say about where his food came from?  Does your family eat any food that has 
not come from a shop, but has been grown or hunted? Do you think that is a good thing? Why?

•  What do you need to catch salmon & eels?

• Some salmon were sold in shops in the 1950s and 1960s. Do you think the man at the fish shop in Hereford caught all 
the salmon himself?  How is his shop different from shops that sell fish today?

• There are far fewer salmon and eels in the River Wye now than there used to be. Why?

Further Research

• What can you find out about the life cycle of the Atlantic salmon and the eel?

•  What is the Herefordshire Eel Project & what is it trying to do? Look at www.herefordtimes.com/news/16255000.
Future_of_project_to_save_eels_thrown_into_doubtwww.herefordtimes.com/news/15270291.Project_aims_to_stop_
eels_being_exported

•  www.rossgazette .com/ar t ic le .c fm?id=109978&headl ine=The%20Herefordshire%20eel%20fights%20
back&sectionIs=news&searchyear=2017

• What are fishing rights?

• What is poaching?

• What is a ghillie?

• What is an elver?

Imagine

•    Here is a wonderful tongue twister about fish, written by Rebecca Ryan

Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food fell flat.

Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food falls for fluid.

Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food fed Finn’s favourite fish.

Finn’s favourite fish falls for Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food.

Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food falls for Finn’s favourite fish.

Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite food fills Finn’s favourite fish.

Finn fishes for Finn’s favourite fish’s favourite fish food for Finn’s favourite fish! 

Can you collect lots of words about salmon or eels, and then write your own tongue twister?

Fishing
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A frozen River Wye in 1917. (Photo: Derek Foxton)

An unusual way through the floods on St Martin Street 1948. 
(Photo: Derek Foxton)

Flooding at Bredwardine. 
(Photo: Hannah and Ken Pickford)



In 1963 the ice over the river was 18-inches thick. Me and father took a sledgehammer to the ice and we couldn’t break it. 

Having tested the ice we walked down the bank and crossed the river, up the other bank, had a cup of tea with a neighbour 

and then we went back the way we came. No winter like that since.’ Engineer TOM HENDERSON.

‘During the flood of December 12, 1960 we could see that the valley below Brilley Mountain was badly flooded. All the 

family trundled down, parked by the Whitney Toll Bridge and then walked onto it. We could feel the bridge shaking with 

water thundering underneath. Next day the road where we parked had been washed away.’ Farmer’s son DAVID JOYCE.

Flooding at Preston-on-Wye at the end of the 19th century forced one cowman to seek refuge in the church with his bull. 

Inside, the cowman found the highest point, the pulpit, and held onto the bull’s halter. Both survived the deluge. 

‘At Hereford Rowing Club in 1960, when the flood was 20 feet 6 inches we went out on flood rescue. People were 

trapped in their houses on the upper floor. We’d seen this fella waving and one of us poked our head in his bedroom 

window: “Are you alright?”

“Yeh, sure. D’ya know lads, there’s a pig in here. I got it upstairs out of the water.”  We had to say: “We’re coming to take you.”   

But he wasn’t happy: “Well I’m not leaving the pig.” So he stayed with the pig.’ Rowing Club member BRUCE WALLACE.

Things to Think and Talk About

• What makes rivers flood?

•  Extreme weather (floods, droughts, very cold winters) are becoming more common across the world. Most people 

believe the world’s climate is changing. Why is this happening, and how could it affect us? What can we do to help stop it?

• Why do you think the cowman and the farmer refused to leave the bull and the pig in the floods?

•  Watch this video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ouz8LBlMvBo) on YouTube about how to skate safely outdoors. 

Make a list of what you need to remember if you plan to skate on a river or pond in winter.

Further Research

• What is a sledgehammer?

• What is a deluge?

• Where does the River Wye rise (begin)? Where does it end?

• Can you find out how many times the River Wye has frozen in the last 200 years?

Imagine

•  Many different cultures and religions around the world have stories & myths about floods.  The story of Noah’s Ark is 

just one. How many others can you find out about?  Make a picture, on your own or in a group, of your favourite story.

 Under the icy 

Exterior flows a free, 

Beautiful spirit. 

This is a special kind of poem called a HAIKU about a frozen river. A haiku is a kind of Japanese poem made of 17 syllables, 

in 3 lines of 5, 7, and 5 syllables. Can you write a haiku about ice or floods on the River Wye?

Weather 
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